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Wedding Entertainment
Entertainment will be one of the most memorable parts of your wedding day so it is important to put in a
little thought to make sure it is a day to remember for you and your guests.
The entertainment can start at the wedding venue be it a church or Civil Ceremony.

Reception Entertainment
A soloist before or after the ceremony can add a personal touch to the event be it a Singer, Guitarist,
Harpist or Flautist.
Piano or Harp or a string quartet background music during a drinks reception or while photographs are
being taken is an ideal way to entertain your guests while you are not with them.
A caricaturist will add a fun and exciting element to your big day, all paper, pen and ink is included in this
fun but unobtrusive form of entertainment.
A children’s entertainer is an ideal way to keep the kids amused while reception speeches are on, a magic
show with balloon modelling is a very popular choice.
Another popular choice for reception entertainment is a jazz band which can be quiet background music or
more upbeat the choice is yours.

Evening Entertainment

Band? Disco? Or Both?
Unless your venue is very small it should be able to accommodate a band of some sort, a Disco can be used
in any size of venue, bear in mind your guests choice as well as your own
“Granny may have a different musical preference as you!!”
Disco
Advantages of discos include:1. Very wide range of music covering all styles and genres with 50 years of popular music to choose from
there will be music to suit all.
2. A self contained quick set up time with 1 or 2 operators also space saving for smaller venues, continuous
music no breaks or rests. Games, karaoke can be included if requested.
3. To a certain degree you can choose music you want to be included on the night.
4. A disco is the most cost effective of the evening entertainment options and you still will have a great
night, all lights etc are included the Dj will provide everything to make your night one to remember.
Our Standard 4 Hr Wedding Disco Costs £375.00.
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Bands
To Keep things simple bands generally fall into two main categories; you have live bands that include
musicians playing instruments e.g. Guitarist, Drummer, Keyboards, bass, saxophone, brass, etc……
The second option is band who concentrates on vocalists using backing tracks and maybe a keyboard or
guitar.
Both these types of bands have their own advantages and disadvantages and its really up to your personal
choice, live bands tend to be slightly more expensive but give a real live feel to the night. A band using only
backing may require less space to set up and be able to perform a wider range of music. If you need any advice on
any bands on our website or their suitability for your function please contact us.

Advantages of bands:1. Great live feel to the night.
2. Good bands will cover everything from rock ‘n Roll to modern chart hits.
(Don’t expect this weeks No1 though)
3. Great Atmosphere and audience participation.
Things to bear in mind when booking bands are:Bands will normally play two 1 hour sets e.g. 9.30pm- 10.30pm and then 11pm-12am. Expect a break of 30
mins or so between sets after all they are not superhuman and performance is tiring (breaks vary between bands).
They may not be able to play every request you may have on the night.
Depending on the size of band it may take a while to set up and may need quite a bit of room
** (take your venue size into account and check with us or your venue if in doubt) **
Costs vary 3 piece bands from £400.00 up to 5 piece bands costing £800-£1000.00
We have a very good 4 piece live bands from £850.00
Band and Disco
Advantages: You have all the advantages of a band plus any gaps during breaks etc are covered by your Dj giving you
continuous music all night, a wider range of music to choose from and while the band is setting up and breaking
down the music continues.
Costs: - Obviously this is more expensive but if booked together we will offer you a discount. As a guide a
live 4 piece live band and disco would cost £850.00-£950.00.
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